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2019 A Year of Tolerance
Zayed's Year, a slogan that has inspired and motivated all of
us for a whole year, positively influences us all, leaders and
citizens. We challenged ourselves, as if we were trying to show
the founding father, the late Sheikh Zayed ben Khalifa, that
the generations he left behind are perfectly able to shoulder
responsibility and complete the journey. We wish he were with
us, taking pride in his sons' achievements and their keenness
on following in his footsteps, and enjoying their true love for
him, which reflects their great loyalty to their country.
Our dear country's ambition, cherished by both leaders and
citizens, has the sky as its limit. We have crossed the word
'impossible' out of our dictionary, insisting on overcoming all
challenges and obstacles, so that we can always be in the lead.
In so doing, we are guided by the legacy of our fathers. We
can achieve all what we aspire for, through the diligence and
hard work of the Emirati youth, inspired, of course, by the
shrewdness of our leaders.
Every year witnesses a unique Emirati achievement, but
in the year of Zayed, achievements were many. The most
important of these was the UAE's success to become one of
the countries strongly involved in space industry, with the
launching of Khalifa Sat, designed and developed by 100%
Emirati engineers. The UAE is currently controlling nine
satellites, with a 22-billion- Dirham investment. The first AllEmirati satellite, launched on October 29th, is considered a
highly advanced engineering icon. It actually has five patents.
Additionally, it was announced that the UAE Space Agency,
in collaboration with Khalifa University for Science and
technology and the American University in Ras Al-Khaima,
will develop a new satellite, Mazn Sat, that will be used for
studying the Earth's atmosphere.
The UAE kept the lead in political, social and economic
fields, which was reflected by our ranking on all economic
and development indexes. For example, the UAE kept moving
upwards in this year's world competitiveness reports, ranking
first as far as the Middle East and North Africa are concerned
and also coming 17th globally. Furthermore, the UAE came

first in efficiency of government spending and purchasing of
technological products.
The end of the year also had a happy surprise for Emiratis,
as the UAE passport was announced the most powerful
passport worldwide. In other words, the world has opened its
arms wide to the Emirati people, who can enter 167 countries
without needing a prior visa- an achievement that reflects
the admirable willpower and diligence of the Emiratis. This
achievement comes as the fruit of hard work for two years,
that paid off, as the UAE, formerly 27th on 2016 Passport
Power Index, has jumped to the top. This also bears witness to
the good reputation that the UAE enjoys worldwide.
The UAE also has shown that it is the country of tolerance,
hosting many important events, activities and proceedings
in the National Festival of Tolerance, which ended with the
World Tolerance Summit. The Festival saw the founding of
the UAE Society for Tolerance and Peaceful Coexistence.
This was followed by establishing the World Council for
Muslim Communities.
In addition, the UAE became the world’s largest
humanitarian aid donor to Yemen, as, by the end of last
October, the Emirati humanitarian aids to our brothers and
sisters in Yemen amounted to 4.56 billion Dirham.
The UAE's efforts and history in the field of tolerance
and humanitarian aids were crowned with honoring the late
Sheikh Zayed, God bless his soul, due to his contributions and
initiatives to spread tolerance and peace worldwide.
Last but not least in the great Zayed year, His majesty
Sheikh Khalifa ben Zayed Al Nahyyan, the UAE president,
declared 2019 a year of tolerance, to continue what we started
in the good Zayed year, and enhance the values on which the
Emirates have been founded. We receive the New Year, the
Year of Tolerance, with cheerfulness, hope and optimism,
keen, as we are, on following in the steps of our great founding
father and expressing our faithfulness and loyalty to the UAE's
noble principles.
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7 National Strategies for the Future

Launched in UAE Government
Annual Meeting
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As part of UAE CENTENNIAL 2071
Project, 7 national strategies were
launched in the second session of the
annual meetings of the UAE government
in Abu Dhabi. The meetings were attended
by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and
Prime Minister of the UAE, and Ruler of
Dubai, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahayan, Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE's Armed Forces,
in addition to His Excellency Sheikh
Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashed Al
Maktoum, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi, His
Excellency Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashed
Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai and
Minister of Finance and Industry, His
Excellency Sheikh Sultan bin Mohammed
bin Sultan Al-Qasimi,Crown Prince and
Deputy Ruler of Sharjah, His Excellency
Sheikh Ammar bin Hamid Al-Naeemi,
Crown Prince of Ajman, His Excellency
Sheikh Mohammed bin Hamad bin
Mohammed Al-Sharqi Crown Prince of
Fujairah, His Excellency Sheikh Rashed
bin Sou'od bin Rashed Al-Ma'alaa Crown
Prince of Umm Al Quwain, His Excellency
Sheikh Mohammed bin Sou'od bin
Saqr Al-Qasimi Crown Prince of Ras Al
Khaimah.
The meetings were also attended by His
Excellency Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahayan,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior,
His Excellency Sheik Mansour bin Zayed Al
Nahyan Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Presidential Affairs, His Excellency Sheikh
Zyab bin Zayed Al Nahyan Head of the
Abu Dhabi Transportation Department, His
Excellency Mohammad Abdulla Al Gergawi,
Minister of Cabinet Affairs and the Future,
in addition to a number of minister and top
officials.

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashed Al Maktoum
stressed that the UAE, under the leadership
of His Majesty Sheikh Khalifa, is going on
following the comprehensive, integrated
approach originated by the founding father, the
late Sheikh Zayed, paving the way to a bright
future and working hard to achieve the goals
of the project UAE CENTENNIAL 2071.
The UAE, he explained, has benefited
from the long decades of experimenting,
developing, seeking innovation and making
use of world experiences, and the result is that
it has become an example to be followed by
other countries aspiring for excellence. His
Excellency also pointed out that the meetings
are an annual national milestone on the UAE
agenda, held with the aim of finding an answer
for two questions: Where is the UAE today?
And where do we want it to be 50 years later?
His Majesty Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan stressed that the UAE seeks to
build a better future for the coming generations
through following a comprehensive, integrated
and proactive plan in which all state organs
and government bodies would join hands to
pave the way to the future, meet its challenges
and make a difference in people's lives.
Both Sheikhs emphasized that the meetings
play an important role in strengthening the
spirit of solidarity and cooperation, as well as in
enhancing progress. They stressed that efforts
should be doubled so that the objectives of the
UAE CENTENNIAL 2071 Project should be
achieved in the shortest possible time.
The second session of the meetings
witnessed the launching of more than 100
initiatives and projects in important sectors,
covering the next ten years, in addition to six
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symposia and lectures that covered such topics
as leadership, governmental management, and
artificial intelligence.
More than 24 topics were discussed,
including safety and security, higher education
and advanced skills, smart services and digital
infrastructure, tolerance, spending efficiency,
donation and development, industry, culture,
food security, advanced sciences, financial
supervision, gender balance, economy, health
services, public education, Emiratization,
energy and water supply, infrastructure and
housing, legislative efficiency, environment
and city councils, media, society, youth,
competitiveness and data. Additionally,
many workshops were held, and lectures
were delivered, where the most important
challenges expected in the next five decades
were discussed, with the aim of planning to
face, and overcome, them.

2071 Project. His Excellency Dr Ahmed bin
Abdullah Hamid Balhool Al-Flasy, Minister of
State for Higher Education & Advanced Skills,
gave a presentation on the advanced skills
strategy. Her Excellency Sara Bent Yousif Al
Amiri, Minister of State for Advanced Sciences,
explained the advanced sciences strategy. Omar
bin Sultan Al Olama, UAE Minister of state for
Artificial Intelligence, discussed the AI strategy.
Mariam Al Mehairi, Minister of State for Food
Security, discussed the food security strategy.
Nasser Bin Thani Al Hameli, Minister of
Human Resources and Emiratisation, discussed
the national employment strategy. Noura bint
Mohammed Al Kaabi, Minister of Culture and
Knowledge Development, discussed "the UAE
cultural agenda". Finally, Ohood bint Khalifa Al
Roumi, State Minister of Happiness, discussed
the national framework for improving the
quality of life.

In the meetings, seven national strategies
for the future were presented, as the first step
to carrying out the UAE CENTENNIAL

Maximizing the benefits from Human Capital
As for the advanced skills strategy, Dr. Flasy
stressed that the UAE is currently working on
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enable Emiratis to move between, and even
shift, careers flexibility. This makes the UAE
a pioneer in the area of defining and measuring
advanced skills worldwide.

developing a new economic engine to serve the
purposes of enhancing skills and developing the
national cadre, through making use of the past
experiences in defining the future. He added
that the aim of the strategy is to make quick
decisions, as well as policies, for enhancing
UAE human capital, so that Emiratis can be
able to turn challenges into opportunities.
According to Flasy, the strategy also aims at
stressing the "Learning for Life" principle so
as to equip the coming generations with all the
skills necessary for achieving the objectives of
the Centennial Project.

Three Initiatives for Promoting Advanced
Sciences
A law was also passed whereby research
ethics in the field of health shall be regulated.
A manual that regulates work in health and
medical research centres in the UAE is
also being prepared. Besides, a strategy for
developing human resources in the science and
technology sector was approved.
Her Excellency Sara bint Yousef Al-Amiri
emphasized that the UAE is certain to achieve
its goals, as preparations are being actively
made for meeting future challenges, achieving

He also explained that the skills that will be
implemented through the strategy fall into four
categories: basic skills, adequacies, personal
traits and specialized skills. The latter will
sustainable development and creating a better
future for the coming generations, thus making
the UAE one of the most advanced and
successful countries.
Al-Amiri said that the initiatives that were
approved in the meetings pertain to the most
important sectors, as they focus on science
and technology, professional development and
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revolutionizing the way government operates,
through preparing the Emiratis to fully shoulder
the responsibility of achieving their countries'
goals.

The AI and Digital Transactions Manual
In the meetings, the AI & Digital Transactions
Team explained how more investments can
be attracted, how the UAE can be a suitable
environment for entrepreneurship, and how
infrastructure can be technologized.
The meetings saw the birth of an AI & Digital
Transactions Manual, which is being currently
worked on so that it can be issued in the first
quarter of the year 2019. The goal of the manual
is to produce standardized definitions of such
terms as AI and digital transactions, so that
they should mean the same to all Emiratis all
over the UAE. It also aims at familiarizing the
different state organs and bodies where AI is
going to be used with AI as a concept and with
its different uses. The manual will be used as a
guide in all smart institutions and government
offices and departments.

Furthermore, the National Program for
Promoting AI and Digital Skills was initiated.
The program is going to offer courses
and scholarships related to AI and digital
transactions, in addition to short training
programs (1 to 7 days) for training Emirati
students from all educational stages to use AI.
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The National Employment Strategy 2031
The National Employment Strategy 2031 aims
at providing UAE citizens with the skills that
they need to qualify for the different jobs,
through promoting "learning for life" programs,
training citizens on skills they need so as to
have a better future, designing skill developing
programs and focusing on attracting skilled
employers, which, in turn, will be achieved
through spreading knowledge and cultural
variation.

Al-Hamli illustrated that the strategy will
focus on five main points, and that efforts will
be exerted to achieve some of the strategy's
most important goals in less than a year, as
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashed,
Ruler of Dubai, stressed the importance
of achieving full Emiratization as soon as
possible. It is noteworthy that the percentage of
Emiratization has already jumped to 200%, as
a result of the hard work of more than 10 work
teams that represent 27 government bodies and
400 companies working in the sectors that need
to be Emiratized.
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Al-Hamli added that the total of the Emirati
workforce in government bodies and private
companies is expected to reach 610 citizens
(males and females) by 2031, explaining that
His Excellency Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, minister of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation and Education
and Human Resources Council, stressed the
importance of making a national employment
strategy so that it can act as a roadmap for
the future of the job market and help with
carrying out Emiratization till 2031, which, in
turn, will enhance the government's vision for
the future.
Enhancing UAE Cultural Status
The cultural agenda, which was launched in
the meetings, aims at developing a pioneering
cultural sector capable of enhancing the UAE's
cultural status, as a first step to achieving the
cultural goals of the UAE CENTENNIAL
2071 Project.
Her Excellency Noura bint Mohammed Al
Kaabi, the Minister of Culture and Knowledge
Development, stressed that the UAE seeks to
establish itself as a gate of knowledge and
science via adopting and applying strategies
that depend on cultural diplomacy, so that
the UAE can effectively contribute to human
progress, and stand out as a capital of culture
and art.
In order to achieve this, seven strategies
will be followed-namely, maintaining national
identity and cultural heritage and authenticity,
enhancing the relationship between society
and the cultural sector, supporting talented
10
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people, providing a high-quality cultural
infrastructure, establishing a comprehensive,
sustainable cultural system, initiating and
enhancing cultural and creative industries and
promoting the role of culture in international
relations. In the light of these strategies, the
cultural agenda will launch and implement 73
strategies for documenting the UAE's history
and national heritage and incorporating it
into curricula, promoting Emirati values,
registering archeological sites and maintaining
them, studying and activating legislations and
policies, involving the different segments
of society in cultural programs, promoting
the national cultural product and making it
available both nationally and internationally,
raising awareness of the importance of the
role of culture, developing and promoting
the cultural industry and discovering and
supporting talented people.
Promoting Lifestyle
The National Program for Happiness and
Wellbeing is meant to enhance the quality
of life on all levels, through promoting
individuals' lifestyle and societal solidarity.
This will be achieved via encouraging a
healthy, active lifestyle, enhancing mental
wellbeing, promoting positive thinking as a
main value and building life skills.
It is noteworthy that 500 top officials took
part in the meetings and discussions, including
UAE presidents of executive councils, deputy
ministers, director-generals of government
departments, assistant deputy ministers and
executive directors, who discussed topics
pertaining to 30 important topics.

The World Opens its Doors to the Emiratis

UAE Passport Victory Crowns the Zayed Year
The UAE passport has become the most
powerful worldwide, ranking first starting
from December 1st 2018. This is a new
accomplishment for the UAE, under the
leadership of His Majesty Sheikh Khalifa ben
Zayed Al-Nahayyan, that coincides with the
Zayed Year and the celebration of the 47th
anniversary of the UAE.
On Twitter, His Highness Mohammed ben
Rashed Al Maktum, UAE vice president and
prime minister and ruler of Dubai, expressed
his happiness with this great achievement of
the minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation, Sheikh Abdullah ben Zyaed Al
Nahayyan. Sheikh Mohammed ben Rashed
wrote: "The world is opening its doors to the

Emiratis. Congratulations to the UAE, and many
many thanks to our exceptional Foreign Affairs
team, and its leader, my brother Abdullah ben
Zyaed."
Also on Twitter, Sheikh Mohammed ben
Zayyed Al Nahayyan, the Crown Prince of
Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander
of the UAE's Armed Forces, stressed that this
achievement reflects the shrewdness and farsightedness of the UAE leaders. He congratulated
both the Emirate leaders and citizens, and
extended his thanks to the hardworking Foreign
Affairs team, emphasizing that "enhancing the
status of the UAE and its good reputation, and
facilitating life for citizens, are among the main
foundations of our foreign policy."
Issue 27 11

His Excellency Sheikh Abdullah ben Zyaed
Al Nahayyan, minister of Foreign Affairs
and International Cooperation, said: "This
achievement is a translation of the legacy of
the founding father, Sheikh Zayed ben Sultan
Al Nahyyan. It embodies the power of the UAE
diplomacy and the positive, effective role it
plays in the global arena."
According to Passport Index, an interactive
system for ranking passport power, a UAE
passport holder can travel to 167 countries
without pre-visa requirements. This means
that Emiratis can freely travel to 84% of the
countries on the index. It is noteworthy that the
UAE passport came 27th in December 2016,
only to jump to the first position in December
2018.
This achievement reflects the great respect
that the UAE enjoys as a civilized country, both
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locally and internationally, thanks to the efforts
of its guided, shrewd leaders who worked hard
to give their country such a great reputation
worldwide as an epitome of wisdom and
peaceful coexistence, as well as an example of
excellence worldwide.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation had earlier launched
the UAE Passport Power Initiative, with the aim
of making the UAE passport one of the top five
passports by 2021. This means that the UAE
was able to attain this goal three years earlier
than the date set by the initiative.
Today the power of a passport is not merely
a tribute to the passport holders' national
identity; it is an important factor that increases
their opportunities worldwide, facilitates their
moving around and improves the quality of life
for them.

"Hassantuk"

AI Enhancing Public Safety
Ministry of Interior has
recently launched the
early warning system
" Hassantuk" as part
of its comprehensive
awareness-raising
campaign. The system
links all UAE houses and
commercial buildings
to the Civil Defence
operations rooms via
artificial intelligence.
Before its official launch, the project had to
go through a number of technical and legislative
stages to ensure the system's sustainability
and ability to enhance public safety and civil
protection measures.
The General Directorate of Civil Defence
stressed that though huge, the project-the first
of its kind worldwide- was carried out and
completed in a rather short time, given the
typically lengthy nature of its stages, especially
the legislative one; intensive efforts were exerted
to test and approve the required devices, qualify
the partners and prepare the linking stations as
quickly as possible, so as to eventually present

a comprehensive, sustainable service capable of
overcoming the challenges posed by the nature
of the targeted houses and buildings.
Additionally, the General Directorate
emphasized that the system will not only enhance
public safety measures and prerequisites, as
well as individual protection efforts, but it
will also work on buildings, taking part in
qualifying them and improving the quality of
public maintenance and protection systems in
them. Particularly useful in this respect will be
the reports issued by the new system regarding
the performance of the buildings' operating
systems, which will directed to building owners
and developers so that they should take into
consideration the Civil Defense prerequisites.
Issue 27 13
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Mohammed ben Zayed Receives the US National
Security Advisor

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed ben
Zayed Al Nahayyan, Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander
of the UAE's Armed Forces, received US
national security advisor, John Bolton in
the Qasr Al-Shati' Council, where they
discussed the cooperation between the two
allied countries in different fields, as well
as a number of national and international
issues of interest to both countries.
Among the topics they discussed were the coordination
between their countries in the war on terrorism, the most

effective ways to eradicate this subversive phenomenon
and the Arabs' aspirations for stability and progress.
The meeting was attended by His Excellency Sheikh
Tahnoon ben Zayed Al Nahayyan, UAE National Security
Advisor, Her Excellency Reem bent Ibrahim Al-Hashimi,
UAE Minister of State for International Cooperation, His
Excellency Khaldoon Khalifa Al-Mubarak, Chairman of
the Executive Affairs Authority, His Excellency Ali ben
Hammad Al-Shamesy, Deputy Secretary General of the
Supreme Council for National Security, His Excellency
Yousef Al-Otaiba, UAE Ambassador to the US, and
Mohamed Mubarak Al Mazrouei, the Chief Executive
Officer of Abu Dhabi Crown Prince's Court.
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UAE-An Inspiration in Space Sector Sustainability
The national space sector has recently
witnessed a number of important achievements
which bear testimony to the efficiency and
competency of the Emirati people, including
training the first Emirati astronauts and
passing the first Arab Space Law. Besides, a
plan for investing in this sector will soon be
announced.
In the past two years, the space sector witnessed
important developments. For one thing, Project Mars 2117
was announced. In addition, Dubai started to build Mars
City, which will be the largest space city worldwide, and a
prototype for cities that can later be actually built on Mars.
Besides, the Astronaut Program was announced in the end
of last year.

Dr. Eng. Mohammed Nasser
Al Ahbabi, Director General
of the UAE Space Agency, said
that the UAE space program
is witnessing great successes
thanks to the great support of
the wise Emirati leadership.
He referred to the achievements
that were accomplished in
2018, such as announcing the
first UAE astronauts, and
the UAE Space Law, which is
considered one of the earliest
space laws all over the world.
He also stated that a plan for
investing in space projects will
soon be announced.
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Mariam Al-Zaaby: The UAE is sure to go on
building a strong, sustainable space sector
In a General Assembly meeting that dealt with space
research as a driving force to sustainable development,
Mariam Al Zaaby, head of the youth delegation to the
UN, said that the UAE will continue to build a strong,
sustainable space sector as part of its quest for taking part
in exploring space and making peaceful use of it, and for
developing advanced technologies that can help change
peoples' lives positively. Al Zaaby explained that the UAE
has planned space projects that cover the next 100 years,
the most important of which is the Mars 2117 Programme.
One of whose main goals is to build the first city on Mars
in 2117.
Al Zaaby expounded upon the active role played by the
UAE, both locally and internationally, in the field of space
research, referring in particular to the Emirati contribution
to the success of the Unispace+50 Conference, and the fact
that the UAE hosted two of the three preliminary forums
that preceded the conference, in 2016 and 2017, under the
title "Space as a Driving Force of Sustainable Economic
and Social Development". These forums resulted in the

Dubai Declaration, which included a number of important
recommendations that will be approved as part of the UN
Space Agenda 2030.Al Zaaby also explained that the UAE
hosted the symposium UAESpace+50.
Al Zaaby, additionally, stressed the UAE's keenness
on training Emirati youth on managing and leading both
national and international projects for exploring and
using space for useful purposes. This is why it founded
the UAE Space Agency Youth Council, with the aim of
supporting promising agency youth through giving them
the opportunity to carry out their own projects. The UAE is
also proceeding with the Astronauts programme, through
which two Emirati youth were selected to be the first Arab
astronauts in the International Space Station (ISS).
Additionally, Al Zaaby mentioned that 2020 will
be an important year for the UAE space sector and the
Emirati youth working in it, as the UAE is going to host
the International Space Navigation Conference in Dubai,
thus becoming the first Arabic-Islamic country to host the
conference since its beginnings in 1950. She added that
2020 will also witness the launch of the first Arab probe,
made by more than 150 male and female Emirati engineers,
to Mars. This, she commented, will make the UAE one of
the nine countries that seek to explore the red planet.
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International Day for Tolerance

The World Stands up in Appreciation of Sheikh Zayed

In the Albanian Capital, Tirana, the International
Parliament for Tolerance and Peace honored the late Sheik
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan. During the second session,
which was held in the main hall of the Albanian Parliament
on the occasion of the International Day for Tolerance
and Peace, the President of the International Parliament
for Tolerance and Peace- Mr. Taulant Balla- asked the
members to stand up, as a token of appreciation of the great
contributions of Sheikh Zayed to enhancing peace and
tolerance all around the world. He also delivered a speech
in which he said: "On this very special day, the members
of the Albanian Parliament, and those of the International
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Parliament for Tolerance and Peace, stand up to honor and
commemorate a great historical figure and a national and
international leader who believed in the importance of
tolerance and peace, and always worked to spread peace
and tolerance both in his country and all over the world."
Mr. Balla also emphasized that Sheikh Zayed set an
example in tolerance and that other world leaders should
follow in his footsteps.
He added: "In the Year of Zayed, we celebrate the eternal
legacy of Sheikh Zayed, the man of peace who promoted
tolerance, rationality and peaceful cultural communication
all over the world."

A Great Country's Tale

47 Years of Sacrifice, Achievement and Pride

Mohammed bin Rashed ,Mohammed bin Zayed , Emirates Rulers and Crown Princes Attend
"Martyr Day" Celebrations in Wahat Al-Karama.
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister
of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, His Highness
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces and
Their Highnesses the members of the Supreme
Council and Rulers of the Emirates attended the
celebrations of Martyr Day in Wahat Al-Karama,
Abu Dhabi, today.
The celebrations started with an official
ceremony near the Martyr's Memorial for
which their Highnesses headed upon arriving
at the Waha. The UAE Army Band played,
and a 21-gun salute was performed, then
their Highnesses put garlands in front of the
Memorial in commemoration of the great
sacrifices of our martyrs and the UAE's national
anthem was played. In the end of the ceremony,
their Highnesses awarded various martyrs'
Issue 27 19

families "The Martyr Medal" as a token of
acknowledgment of the martyrs' enormous
sacrifice.
Mohammed Al Murr, former speaker of the
Federal National Council, delivered a speech
in which he said: "Today, with utmost pride
and appreciation, we commemorate our dear
martyrs whose names and sacrifices will always
be an important landmark in the history of our
nation and a memory that will never fade away
from our minds and hearts. The occasion we are
celebrating today is not merely a date on which
we remember the martyrs' good deeds, but it is
an expression of our utmost gratefulness to, and
appreciation of, courageous Emirati men who
fulfilled their promise to God, sacrificing their
pure, noble souls in defending their country
against enemies targeting our safety and security.
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These martyrs nobly responded to the call of
duty and responsibility, showing great bravery
in putting an end to aggression, and redressing
wrongs. Therefore, we salute these great men
whose souls have gloriously written the greatest
sagas of nobility, honour and sacrifice".
He added: "On this day we gratefully and
loyally salute the late Sheik Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahyan, who established patriotism,
faithfulness, belonging and helpfulness, which
inspired our noble men not to hesitate to sacrifice
their lives the way they did, expressing, in so
doing, utmost faith in their country's right to be
defended against whomever tries to destroy its
peace, stability and achievements."
He also asked God to bless the souls of these
martyrs, and prayed that they can find eternal
rest, peace and joy in Heaven, quoting the

following holy verse: "Think not dead that those
who sacrificed their lives for God; for verily they
are alive, near God, who shall always provide for
them."
In the end of his speech, he said: "Long Live
the UAE, as a homeland dear to our hearts, and
a free country, thanks to its noble sons who
will never hesitate to protect and defend it, and
sacrifice so that it can always be free.
Several UAE Air Force aircraft engaged in a
flyby above the Waha, making 'the Missing Man
Formation' by way of honouring UAE heroes
who sacrificed their lives for the sake of their
country.

The Authority Celebrates Martyrs Day
Dr Jamal M. Al-Hosani, Director-General of
the Authority, and Mr Saif Mohammed Arhamah
Al-Shamsi, the Deputy Director-General, started
their commemoration of our martyrs with a
moment of silence, as a token of appreciation
of these great men's sacrifice. Dr. Hosani said
that the more achievements a country has the
more national days it celebrates, emphasizing
that Martyrs' Day is an exceptional day in which
Emiratis remember their brothers who set an
example with their altruism, sacrificing their
lives for the sake of a homeland that always
cherished them and deserved their love and
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gratitude in return. He explained that Martyrs
Day is an opportunity for enhancing such values
as belonging and loyalty, and for celebrating
national honour and glory, through honouring
the UAE heroes who taught all the Emiratis
the noblest meanings of patriotism. Their noble
blood, he stated, wrote a story of loyalty and
faithfulness, setting an example to all of us, so
that we should always be keen on defending and
protecting our beloved country in our own way.

God that he will be granted health and happiness
and that he will always be the great ruler that
works hard for the greatness of his country and
the wellbeing of the citizens.

UAE Celebrates its 47th Anniversary
Under the auspices of His Majesty Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, UAE president,
the Festival "This is Zayed; This is the UAE" was
held in the Zayed Sport City, as a celebration of
the UAE's 47th anniversary. The celebration was
attended by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai,
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces and their Highnesses the members of
the Supreme Council, crown princes and deputy
rules of the UAE.
Their Highnesses the members of the Supreme
Council, crown princes and deputy rules of the
UAE congratulated the president and prayed to

Sheikh Zayed's Background, and the Factors
that led to the Unification of the UAE
The celebrations shed light on certain scenes
in Sheikh Zayed's life and struggle to unify the
UAE. For example, 3-D images of places that
had an important role in the story of Zayed and
Emirates, such as Al-Hisn Palace, Al-Jahili
Castle and the Mwaiji'i Palace, were projected.
The celebrations also told the story of the meeting
between the late Sheikhs Zayed and Rashed bin
Sa'eed that led to the unification of the UAE
and its emergence as a modern state that has
succeeded in establishing itself as an important
international power in a relatively short time.
His Excellency Ahmed bin Khalifa Al
Suwaidi, Representative of the President,
recounted some of his memories with Sheikh
Zayed. It is noteworthy that it is Al Suwaidi who
read the statement of the founding of the UAE,
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As the celebration coincided with his 100th
birthday, Sheikh Zayed was honoured, and
tribute was paid to his legacy, and to the great
progressive role he played ever since he founded
the UAE almost 50 years ago.

following the meeting of the rules of the various
Emirates, on December 2nd, 1971. As for the
meeting, it took place in a room now known
as 'The Unification House', for the purpose of
ratifying the constitution whereby the different
Emirates become the United Arab Emirates. Al
Suwaidi was also one of the advisors of Sheikh
Zayed, as well as the first Emirati Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
The celebrations also included an interactive
presentation which highlighted the role played
by oil in the history of the UAE, and what it
means to the future of the next generations.
Besides, the audiences listened to audio clips
from speeches and talks by Zayed, reflecting his
shrewdness and wisdom, and watched the stage
as it was transformed into a living painting that
represented the dream of Sheikh Zayed, who has
always wanted to turn the desert into a green
oasis.

Furthermore, Sheikh Zayed's international
contributions, still influential today in the areas
of peaceful coexistence, tolerance and giving,
were highlighted- contributions that made
the name 'Zayed' a synonym for noble and
humanistic diligence, and made Sheikh Zayed
an example followed by the UAE leaders today
so closely that UAE is today the world's largest
humanitarian donor.

Zayed Taught me
The audience was surprised with a tweet by
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashed Al
Maktoum, beginning with the hashtag #Zayed_
Taught_Me, in which the audiences were
invited to tweet about values and lessons they
learnt from Sheikh Zayed, such as tolerance,
evenhandedness, love, charity and loyalty. This
initiative will last after the celebrations so that as
many people as possible can take part in paying
homage to the founding father.
The Authority Celebrates the National Day
The Authority, represented by the Deputy
Director-General directors and personnel,
also celebrated the National Day. After the
national anthem was played, the Director
General delivered a speech in which he warmly
congratulated the UAE leaders and citizens,
emphasizing that the National Day is an
opportunity to renew allegiance and belonging,
and to highlight the great achievements of the
UAE. He added that the National Day represents
the old dream that has come true at the hands
of the late Sheikh Zayed and the founding
fathers who chose unity and were able, through
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willpower, to overcome all obstacles, and their
efforts paid off in the form of a powerful country
respected by all and capable of remaining intact
in the face of winds that violently shook other
neighboring countries.

Flag Day: Celebrated by all at the same
moment:
In response to Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashed
Al Maktoum's instructions, all government
offices and national institutions raised the UAE
flag simultaneously, by way of celebrating the
National Flag Day. Sheikh Mohammed had
wrote on Twitter: "We invite all our institutions,
schools, ministries and government premises to
raise the flag at the same moment, on November
2nd, at 11 a.m., with hearts full of love to our
country. We want it to be raised on our houses,
farms and institutions. We want it high in the
sky, as high as our ambitions and as dear to us as
ourselves. We want it to be raised everywhere in
our dear country".
It is noteworthy that Flag Day is a national
day where the UAE flag is raised on all
buildings, government offices and institutions,
as an expression of belonging and loyalty to
the homeland and its guided leadership, and
appreciation of the values established by the
founding fathers as the cornerstone of the UAE.
The Flag Day coincides with the anniversary
of Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan's
presidency.
The Authority Celebrates Flag Day
The Authority celebrated Flag Day in its
premises in Abu Dhabi, as a response to
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashed Al Maktoum's
instructions that the flag be raised on November
1st on all institutions, ministries and premises at
11 a.m.
His Excellency Saif Arhama Al Shamsi, the
Deputy Director- General of the Authority,
raised the flag on the Authority's premises, in the
presence of the directors of the departments and
the other personnel. The national anthem was
played, and all expressed their happiness and
loyalty to the UAE and its leaders.
24
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Dr. Jamal Al. Hosani, DirectorGeneral of the Authority, delivered
a speech in which he said: "Flag
Day has become an occasion dear
to our hearts, as it is an occasion for
renewing the values of belonging,
loyalty to our country and allegiance
to our leaders. We promise to work
hard to keep the flag in the highest
position, and to keep our homeland
proud. We will always hold fast to
our national identity and culture,
as well as the All-Emirati values
which have created the strong
bond between us and this precious
country that deserves our sacrifices.
On Flag Day we express our love to
this country where we grew up and
learnt the meaning of tolerance,
love, respect for the other, peace and
peaceful coexistence- a country that
has given us everything, bountifully,
and which has always motivated us
to be good and to act accordingly.
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The National Emergency Handling System in
Saudi Eyes

Dr Jamal M. Al-Hosani, director general of the National Emergency Crisis and Disaster
Management Authority, received a Saudi delegation from the National Risk Unit (NRU), led
by Engineer Sariah Hashem, Undersecretary of the Saudi Ministry of Economy and Planning.
The two parties discussed ways of enhancing cooperation, experience exchange and partnership
between the two countries in the area of emergency, crisis and disaster management and threat
reduction.
The meeting was attended by Mr. Mohammed Arhama
Al-Shamsy, deputy director of the Authority and a number
of heads of departments. It involved acquainting the Saudi
delegation with the components of the UAE emergency,
crisis and disaster management system, with special
reference to the emergency levels that the Authority deals
with, and the national and local emergency squads.
The delegation also checked the Business Continuity
Management program that enhances the state's ability
to continue providing citizens with services in case
institutions stopped working on account of emergencies,
crises or disasters.

The delegation also checked the way National Risk
Register is prepared, and the awareness raising programs
prepared by the Authority and its partners.
The Saudi guests expressed great admiration of the great
Emirati achievements in all sectors, including the safety
and security sector, particularly praising the Authority's
efforts manifest in building a national emergency handling
system according to the highest standards of coordination,
as well as in the readiness to face all kinds of emergencies.
They said they are looking forward to apply what they saw
back home.
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NCEMA Director General Receives a Swiss Official

His Excellency Dr Jamal M. Al Hosani, director general of the National Emergency Crisis
and Disaster Management Authority, received a Swiss delegation, led by Yvonne Rohner, Head
of Crisis Intervention Pool in the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs.
The meeting started with an explanation of the UAE

comprehensive crisis management plan, then Dr. Hosani
and Ms. Rhoner discussed ways of strengthening Emirati-

Swiss relations and exchanging crisis management

experiences with the aim of maximizing abilities to face,
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manage and contain crises and disasters.
The visiting delegation had a closer look at the role of
the Authority, and the strategies it follows to face crises and
emergencies, as well as the roles, tasks, projects, programs
and initiatives pertaining to improving emergency
preparedness.
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Second Media Forum for Dangers and Threats held

Attended by more than 350 top officials, experts

The sessions of the Second Media Forum for Dangers
and Threats started Tuesday, October 18th, under the slogan
"Media in the Face of Danger". The forum was attended by
His Excellency Saif Sultan Al Ariani, Secretary-General of
the Supreme Council for National Security, His Excellency
Ali bin Mohammed Al Rumaihi, Bahrain Information
Minister, His Excellency Dr. Jamal Mohamed Al Hosani,
Director General of the National Emergency Crisis and
Disaster Management Authority, and 350 top officials
and experts in media, crisis management and government
communication. It was organized by the National
Emergency Crisis and Disaster Management Authority, in
collaboration with the National Media Council, Abu Dhabi
Media, and Sky News Arabia in the Fairmont Bab Al Bahr
Hotel in Abu Dhabi.
The keynote speakers were His Excellency Mohammed
ben Ahmed Al-Bawardi, the UAE Defence Minister and
His Excellency Ali bin Mohammed Al Rumaihi, Bahrain
Information Minister, in addition to a number of experts.

Dr. Hosani explained that the importance of this year's
forum has mainly to do with the timing, given the many
challenges that the countries in the region are increasingly
facing nowadays, and the great importance that the
Emirati media has come to acquire lately, due to the
degree of professionalism it has shown in covering crises

and challenges through its comprehensive approach that
depends upon cooperation with the different state organs in
making proactive plans for facing the different challenges
and threats.

Dr Hosani also said that the Emirati achievements make
the UAE responsible, as one of the world's developed
countries, for working hard to face the hostile campaigns
that target the safety and security of our homelandcampaigns based on belittling what the UAE has achieved
and slandering Emirati leaders and national symbols. He
emphasized that media has an important role to play in
both handling crises and recovering from them in case
they took place; this makes it important to standardize
media discourse so that it should not lag behind the
rapidly developing events. State media, he commented,
must convey the official viewpoint accurately through the
official spokesperson of the state.

A Global Industry

In his speech, Mr. Rumaihi, the Bahraini Information
Minister, referred to the great, unprecedented advancements
in both traditional and nontraditional media, explaining that
media is no longer merely a source of news, information
and entertainment, but a huge global industry whose
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rumors through social media platforms, which in return
shake the confidence of citizens and residents alike, in the
ability of the state to cope with the situation effectively,
thus turning a state of emergency into a prolonged crisis
that is difficult to contain.

He also stressed the importance of sending information
to the public through official media channels in a timely
manner and on a regular basis in a way that is commensurate
with the development of the crisis. This role, according
to him, is essential in light of the challenges imposed by
news spread through social media websites that restrains
traditional media role and, sometimes hinders its role.
His Excellency pointed that whenever the traditional
media delay in providing the information, social media
interactions quickly fill this vacuum through inaccurate
speculations and rumors, in addition to providing a pretext
to actors that would like to manipulate the situation to
prolong the crisis and increases the level of instability.
influence can never be denied. He mentioned that world
annual spending on media has reached 1.7 trillion dollars,
45% of which goes to digital or electronic media, as a result
of the great increase in the number of private channels and
social media users (the latter, including 193 Arab users,
has reached 37% of world population). He said that media
and communication have proven remarkably important as
a weapon for defending the national security of countries,
to the extent that, globally, what is spent on media is more
than what is spent on the military sector (the latter being
around 1.67 trillion dollar, according to the 2015 statistics
of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute;
this is almost 2.5% of Gross World Product).

The Centrality of Media Role

His Excellency Mohammed bin Ahmed Al Bowardi,
Minister of State for Defense, read on his behalf by Major
General Falah Mohammad Al Qahtani, Assistant UnderSecretary for Policy and Strategic Affairs at the Ministry
of Defence, stated that continuous efforts to confront
crises and disasters are essential for maintaining stability
even at the most challenging times, and in this context,
he reiterated that the presence of an active and proactive
Media is essential in confronting and managing crises and
natural disasters in the age of communication technology,
as messages send to the public, before and during the crisis
is critical in raising their awareness and ensure their safety.
He confirmed that national security would be
endangered, if the media failed to play their role effectively,
as the absence of such role will open the door to spreading
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Comprehensive media strategy

In addition, His Excellency emphasized on the
importance of formulating a comprehensive national
media strategy that anticipates the events and deals with
any developments in an effective and professional manner.
This strategy, according to him, should constitute the
umbrella for other sub-strategies that intends to achieve
the national goals, as well as fulfilling the needs of the
defense and security strategy, which converges together to
provide security and stability, as well as protecting people
and property.
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He warned that the local media should not overlook
the international aspect of its duty. It should also consider
strengthening the country's reputation globally by opening
effective channels of communication with international
media institutions, in order to convey facts about current
events in the region in general, and in UAE in particular.

Al Bowardi didn’t forget to praise in his statement
the local media of the UAE, which has proved over the
past years that it is a reliable, objective and responsible
source in covering the developments and crises witnessed
by the neighboring countries, despite the challenge of
extreme pluralism that characterizes the Emirati society,
as it managed to convey its message to all the strata of
the society, and even becoming one of the most reliable
sources globally, which is evident in the international
media citation of the Emirati media in covering the
regional issues.

National Media: A Message and an Approach

The speakers in the first forum session were Dr Ali
ben Tamim, general manager of Abu Dhabi Media, and
Lieutenant- Colonel Yousef Jom'aa Al-Haddad, Head of
Military Information Division of the Armed Forces and
Editor-in-Chief of The Nation's Shield magazine. They
discussed the importance of national media as a message
and an approach and the necessity of maintaining it for the
sake of the coming generations.
Dr Tamim started by referring to the media as a
system, or a comprehensive, integrated approach based
on the collaborative work of media experts, intellectuals,
researchers in the fields of education, culture, sociology,
history and law, and representatives of both the public and
private sectors, embodying cognitive interdisciplinarity
and aiming at achieving harmony between traditional

and nontraditional media platforms through a division of
labour.

He said: "Media, in its simplest form, is the objective
delivery of news, information and facts via different
platforms, with the aim of influencing mind and feelings.
Therefore, as a concept, media has to do with means,
institutions or technologies used in delivering and
circulating news. This draws attention to the role played
by media in directing citizens towards adopting certain
viewpoints and, consequently, shaping public opinion.
He added: "Regardless of the remarkable technological
progress displayed by modern means of communication,
the material found on websites, including social networks,
have to do with a media product that has already been
published, either traditionally or digitally. This is why
social networks have to reproduce this product in the light
of their own purposes".

The Media Product

Mr. Rumaihi pointed out that a positive media product
can change beliefs and improve attitudes and behaviour.
It can, in short, reshape reality and help the state build
and reinforce productive societal trends, which can help,
in turn, bring about the state's progressive goal through
raising awareness of the society's priorities and of the
values that should be adopted by the citizens so that they
can constitute a driving force. By contrast, a negative
media product spreads negative values, despair, frustration
and imprisons citizens in a vicious circle of anxiety and
doubt, which would eventually make them unable to
actively participate in their country's progress. Mr Rumaihi
also referred to the objectives of the media as a systemnamely, providing citizens with information anytime they
need it and changing the processes of media production
from a consumerist model, based on providing services
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and delivering information, into a social component
of sustainable development and of disseminating real
knowledge. He, additionally, stated that among these
objectives are achieving credibility and balance, avoiding
agitation, raising awareness of the society's culture and
identity and fighting media that spreads negativity and
unnationalistic values.

Our National Media Enhances Identity

Lieutenant-Colonel Yousef Al-Haddad stated that
media industry has recently witnessed unprecedented
advancements that have resulted, in turn, in great
challenges to national media. These challenges do not have
to do with keeping up with the technological development;
they actually have to do with the way media should deal
with these changes, or, in other words, with how media can
go on maintaining national identity and protecting it from
foreign cultural influences and ill-intentioned campaigns
targeting it incessantly.
He also said: "Our national media has proven very
efficient in dealing with all these changes with utmost
objectivity. It has actually established a distinctive media
school, characterized by professionalism, transparency,
credibility and objectivity."
He added: "The message with which our media is
entrusted is no longer restricted to keeping the audience
updated about what is happening or introducing the UAE,
civilized as it is, to the world; it actually has to enhance
nationalism and belonging in the young generations,
especially at that critical moment in the history of the
region, full, as it is, of political, cultural and social threats
of our security as Arabs.
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He proceeded: "Our national media is an epitome of
responsibility; it works hard to fortify citizens against these
threats by reinforcing solidarity and combating agitating
rumors-rumors targeting our leaders and symbols- the
moment they are born."

He referred to the campaigns against the UAE, carefully
orchestrated by media platforms and websites belonging
to Qatar, Houthi milita and Iran. These campaigns, he
stated, are trying to distort the image of the UAE through
spreading fake news that continue to be published and republished so frequently that people, at the end of the day,
end up treating it like facts. A case in point is the news
concerning the UAE stance towards the Yemeni situation;
another is that concerning UAE airports being attacked by
the criminal Houthi militia. Such fake news reflects great
spite and envy of the Emirati achievements that have made
our country a model to be followed by countries that aspire
for development and political and economic success.
Therefore, it is simply natural for the UAE to be the target
of such slandering.

The Role of Military Media

Lieutenant-Colonel Haddad also discussed the role
of military media, whose nature and goals complement
that of national media, especially on the background of
the UAE's participation in Operation Decisive Storm in
Yemen, with the aim of backing the legal authorities there
against the criminal Houthi militia. The role of military
media is in fact extremely important in times of wars
and crises, because no matter how powerful armies may
be, they will always be in need of the support of military
media which protects the inside front against breaching
and other attempts to negatively affect the morale of the
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armed forces and the citizens. He also stated that military
media has a role to play in using the outcomes of the war
to the advantage of the state.

Skripal Affair, and focusing on how the media tackled
these events and directed audiences.

UAE Knights

In the workshop 'The Role of National Considerations',
Mohammed Ahmed Bal-Alaa, a representative of 'The
UAE Knights' team, spoke about the team's vision and
message that consist in fortifying the Emirati society against
subversive ideas and fighting hostile media campaigns
against the UAE with facts and counter-evidence, so as to
bring about stability, security and welfare. He explained
that the team works in accordance with well-defined
frameworks, based on highlighting Emirati achievements
and protecting gains via disseminating facts and nothing
but facts. He said that rumors fall into three categories:
rumors that flirt with people's dreams, rumors that raise
fear and panic and rumors that agitate people and cause
disagreement and discord.

Fake Accounts and how to Deal with them

Another workshop was on ' Fake Accounts and how to
Deal with them'. The speaker was Majed Al-Raeesi, a social
media activist. Al-Raeesi discussed threats to digital media
and citizen partnership in managing media crises, including
rumor wars and attraction platforms. He explained that in
the rumor war against the UAE, hostile countries follow
different strategies. For instance, as they know that the
Emirati society would treat news coming directly from
them with suspicion, they resort to websites belonging to
other countries, and even use other languages than Arabic,
so as to spread the rumors via various platforms, thus
giving them some sort of weight and credibility. He said:
These hostile countries, knowing nothing about fair play,
spare no effort to fabricate misleading reports about the
Emirati economy, and present a false image of the political
and social situation, which is sure to have a negative
impact on both UAE citizens and residents.

Media Experiences from Abroad

The forum proceedings also included the workshop '
Media Experiences from Abroad', in which Nigel Kean,
from the British Emergency Planning College, discussed
the role of the spokesperson in time of emergency and
crises, mentioning some examples of the crises that his
country has recently faced, such as the controversial

Media in the Time of Crisis: Plans and
Strategies

The second session of the forum hosted Ms. Sawsan
Al-Shaer, a Bahraini journalist, and Ms. Nouf Tahluk,
advisor to the Secretary-General of the Cabinet. Ms.
Tahluk discussed the challenges in the region and the
futuristic vision of the Emirati leadership for government
communication. Ms. Al-Shaer stressed that in order
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institutions, councils, ministries and state bodies and
organs, working in accordance with well-defined criteria.
Today, she added, the UAE government has more than 200
spokespersons. She illustrated that the UAE government
stresses the importance of government communication
in any institution. In this respect, she mentioned the five
objectives of government communication – namely,
enhancing the state's priorities and programmes, creatively
and efficiently managing the government's image on
all media platforms, establishing a balanced system for
media management, both locally and internationally, and
enhancing economic coordination between government
and semi-government sectors on the one hand and the
private sector on the other hand.

for the media to be effective it has to deliver facts to all
people as quickly as possible, using different means of
communication. She stated that social media has become
such a great danger that a few accounts can cause huge
social disasters.
She also said that people working in the field of media
should be trained on delivering facts to people with
utmost speed. In this connection social platforms owned
by youth, who are either citizens or residents, can be very
useful, because these youth have hundreds of thousands of
followers of different ages.
Back to Ms. Tahluk, she mentioned that the UAE
has achieved a great deal in this respect, depending on
a government communication office which, under the
guidance of the far-sighted leadership, has always adopted
a system that guarantees integration between the different
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She also stated that the UAE- supported by its National
Media Council and National Emergency Crisis and Disaster
Management Authority- is ready for any future crises.
Two simulations of issues that could arise were carried
out, in which official media bodies took part. Finally, she
said that one of the goals of government communication
is to strengthen the relationships between individuals,
institutions and NGOs through the effective employment
of social means of communication.

Media Discourse

The third session of the forum discussed media
discourse as the most important tool in the media industry,
which, though considered by some as ever-changing,
is based on a constant core of values. The session also
dealt with the importance of raising media awareness in
multilingual societies, the most important challenges that
media faces, and the idea that, in order to be influential,
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media discourse should be the fruit of the collaborative
work of media and security experts. The speakers were
the Kuwaiti journalist Mohammed Ahmed Al-Mulla, and
Abdul-Aziz Al-Khamis, a Saudi journalist and a researcher
in the field of Middle East affairs. Al-Mulla stated that the
world is witnessing a media war, whose battlefield is the
social networking websites. Though unsophisticated in
nature, this war has partially succeeded in convincing the
Arabs that they are victims of their rulers and so it is time
to oust them.

He stressed that the UAE media has started to make
history when it exposed the reality of the Muslim
Brotherhood, a quest that was completed on social
networking websites.
As for Al-Khamis, he referred to a lack of communication
with the international public opinion, mentioning that it
is crises that give us opportunities to redress what needs
to be redressed. He also emphasized that we must never

surrender to crises; instead, we must face them as strongly
as possible. He stated that enemies of the Arab alliance,
having failed in beating it in all fields, are now trying to
undermine its stability through the media war.

He stressed that stability can never be secured without
the efforts of the media people, hence the necessity of a
powerful public opinion capable of refuting and rejecting
rumors, which, in turn, cannot be attained unless the gap
of information noticed in Arab media is bridged- a gap
that became very obvious relatively recently, manifest as
it is in the journalists' lack of information, the government
bodies' uncooperativeness and the absence of transparency
and teamwork. He, consequently, emphasized that it is
important for the Arab governments to have well-informed
spokespersons ready to answer all kinds of questions. He
concluded that managing media crises primarily depends
on information and communication between decision
makers and media people.
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The Recommendations

of the Second Media Forum for Dangers and Threats 2018
Stressing the importance of updating international media discourse, through founding media
centers abroad.
Supporting national journalists, working hard to create a generation of all-Emirati
journalists and investing in the UAE youth.
Creating a data base of social media influencers, so that it can be utilized in delivering
messages and media content to the public.
Highlighting the importance of national media in facing rumors, lies and conspiracies
promoted by fake accounts.
Demanding that a collaborative Arab media system be created, with which to face dangers
and challenges.
Working on policies and programs that can help raise public awareness of the different
dangers and threats discussed in the forum.
Seeing to it that the role of media is not only to deliver information but is also to create a
knowledgeable viewer - an approach already adopted by the UAE.
Making sure that Arab media is characterised by balance and credibility, and that it avoids
agitating viewers and listeners or violating their moral and nationalistic code in any way.
Working on achieving harmony between the national media strategy and the security
strategy, so as to ensure the security and stability of, as well as a good reputation for, the
Arab countries worldwide.
Working on making government communication proactive, interactive and effective.
Stressing the importance of the role of national media in facing and combating all hostile
campaigns that aim at slandering the state and its leaders and national symbols.
Providing media attaches all over the world with whatever is needed to promote a positive
image of Arab countries worldwide.
Stressing the responsibility of journalists and media people for spreading and raising
awareness and enhancing patriotic values with utmost honesty and integrity, because media
is the first defense line as far as protecting what we have achieved is concerned.
Stressing the importance of a balanced media discourse that presents facts according to the
fundamental principles of threats and crisis management.
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Early Warning System

A Comprehensive System for Individual and Society
Protection
as early as possible, which would, in turn, help contain
these disasters and deal with them efficiently.
The early warning system is one of the bases of the
Authority's strategic plan which aims at enhancing its
protective role and that of related state organs, as it
complements the basic, comprehensive operations and
plans of the Authority.
It is noteworthy that this system makes the UAE the
first Arab country to use an integrated, standardized hi-tech
system in warning and protecting citizens.

A First Step

Dr. Jamal M. Al Hosani, Director General of the
National Emergency, Crisis and Disaster Management
Authority (NCEMA), said that the warning messages that
the people received on their phones yesterday about the
weather changes are part of the national system for early
warning, lately activated by the Authority. He added that
the vibrating and warning sounds that accompanied the
messages would not seem annoying if people bore in mind
that they are necessary for warning and protecting them
from danger, advising people to respond positively as soon
as they receive these messages.
He explained that phones with an SOS feature would
receive such messages automatically, stressing that more
awareness should be raised so that people should respond
to the messaged instructions for the sake of their personal
safety.
The messages are part of the early warning system
launched by the Authority last January, which is considered
one of the Authority's greatest achievements, aiming as it is
to find effective ways for warning people against disasters

In a report on the early warning system, the Authority
stressed that this achievement is but a first step to the
general early warning plan, as the Authority began working
with other informative government partners, such as radio,
TV, standardized Adhan and smart tablets. The goal is to
use different kinds of warning devices so as to reach as
many people as possible, whether before, during or after
the emergency.
The Authority pointed out that the early warning system
has already started using the standardized electronic
system, having activated the mobile phone messaging
service, which is particularly helpful in customizing
warnings according to the recipient's location. The service
also saves time and effort as it makes it possible to reach
huge numbers of people at the same time, without affecting
the communication networks.

Receiving Weather Warning Messages

People in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah received
weather warning messages from the UAE police in each of
the three Emirates. The messages read as follows: "Due to
the adverse weather conditions, citizens are advised to stay
home unless need arises"
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Khalifa Sat

The Starting Point of a 100-year UAE Space
Programme

On October 29th, 2018, the UAE celebrated the launching of Khalifa Sat, the first Emiratimade satellite, which was placed into a low Earth orbit (about 613 Km).
A national Product:

Khalifa Sat is the first satellite to be made, from A to
Z, in the UAE. It was designed by 70 Emirati engineers
(both males and females), aged 27 to 28, which testifies to
fact that the UAE is making the best use of the energy and
potential of the Emirati youth. In other words, this reflects
how highly skilled the Emiratis are, especially that the
satellite has five patents.
The satellite was launched via an H-IIA rocket from
the Tanegashima Space Centre, the largest rocket-launch
complex in Japan. Once launched, the satellite began to
take photos of the Earth from space and then sent them to
the ground control station in Mohammed ben Rashed Space
Centre, to meet the needs of government and commercial
institutions around the world. It is noteworthy that the
satellite provides a large number of three-dimensional
images at a time, and with great accuracy. The satellite is
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two metres long, and weighs 330 kgm, which means it is
the first of its kind as far as weight is concerned.

Various Uses

The new satellite has various uses. For example, it can
be used in detecting environmental changes anywhere in
the world. Besides, it can help with urban planning in the
UAE, such as in finding the optimal ways to use space,
planning infrastructure and providing decision makers
with information needed for future projects. In addition,
the images provided by Khalifa Sat can be used in drawing
topographical maps needed by those who deal with local
and international institutions inside and outside the UAE.
It can also enhance relief efforts around the world. This
would be a continuation of the role formerly played by
Dubai Sat-1, which helped in many relief operations.
Finally, it can secure accurate information about navigation
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and help in ship tracking and identification, as well as
provide information about the speed and destinations
of these ships.
It is noteworthy that the first image taken by
Khalifa Sat was that of the Jumaira Palm Tree, as
the satellite was flying above the UAE on October
31st 2018. The satellite also creatively took part in
the celebrations of the 47th anniversary of the UAE
by projecting an image of Sheikh Zayed, the UAE
founding father, from Space.

A vision for the Future:

As a matter of fact, Khalifa Sat is part of a bigger
space exploration plan; His Majesty Sheikh Khalifa
Ben Zayed Al Nahayyan, the UAE president, had
issued a decree whereby the UAE Space Agency was
founded. The agency made projects for the following 100
years, including training Emirati astronauts, building a
satellite complex and helping Hope Mars Mission reach
its destination in 2021. The projects will be concluded by
building the first human settlement on the red planet by
2117.
The agency is currently working on sending Hope Probe,
the first probe that belongs to an Arab-Islamic country,
to Mars. This makes the UAE one of nine countries that
aspire to explore the red planet. The probe is expected to
complete its mission in 2020, and to reach Mars in 2021,
which would coincide with the 50th anniversary of the
UAE.
The probe project is planned, carried out and run by an
Emirati team, skilled at the application of space sciences.

The project is supervised and totally financed by the UAE
Space Agency. Meanwhile, the Mohammed ben Rashed
Space Centre is working on developing the probe with the
help of international partners.
In 2017, His Highness Mohammed ben Rashed Al
Maktum, vice president, prime minister and Dubai ruler,
launched the UAE Astronaut Program, the first-ever in the
Arab world, whose goal is to choose and train four UAE
astronauts, to send them on different missions to the ISS
(International Space Agency), within the next five years.
It is noteworthy that in 2018 the Khalifa University for
Science and Technology had formerly launched MySat-1
from NASA. Developed by the university students in
YahSat Lab in the UAE, the satellite was the first UAE
satellite designed to serve educational purposes. It was
equipped with cameras with the aim of taking images of
the UAE, as a kind of demonstration of satellite remote
sensing.
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